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Words Matter

“Words are important. If you want to care for 
something, you call it a flower. If you want to kill 
something, you call it a weed.”

-Don Coyhis
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Tennessee Overdose Deaths 1999-2017

What is the problem with stigma?
u Limits the availability of care

u Limits resources allotted for treatment

u Discourages people with addiction from seeking effective treatment

u Creates an environment of isolation and decreases connectivity

- Olsen, et al, JAMA 2014

Factors Contributing to Stigma
u The understanding of opioid use disorder as a medical illness is still 

overshadowed by its misconception as a moral weakness or a willful choice.

u Separation of opioid use disorder treatment from the rest of heathcare

u Language reflects and perpetuates the stigma of OUD and its treatment. 

u Criminal justice system and Child Protective Services often fail to defer to 
medical judgement in treatment plans for OUD. 

-White W. 2014; Olsen et al, Jama 2014
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Group Talk

u Pick one of the 4 factors to discuss as a 
group.

u List examples of how each factor contributes 
to stigma

Impact of language on medical care

Language and Addiction Treatment

Words to Avoid
u Addict, Abuser, Junkie

u Abuse
u Clean/Dirty

u Habit or Drug Habit
u Replacement or Substitution Therapy

u User

u Born addicted

Better Choices
u Person in active addiction, person 

with a substance use disorder

u Misuse, problem use, risky use
u Negative, Positive, Substance Free

u Substance Use Disorder, active 
addiction, alcohol and drug disorder

u Treatment, Medication -Assisted 
Treatment

u Person who misuses alcohol/drugs

u Opioid exposed newborn, infant with 
NAS
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Words that Work 
u Addiction

u Addiction Free

u Addiction Survivor

u Addictive Disorder/Disease

u Medication-Assisted Treatment

u Misuse

u Patient

u Persons or People with

u Remission

Language and NAS/NOWS

Words to avoid
u Born addicted

u Junkie

u Suffering

Better Choices
u Opioid exposed, substance exposed

u Experiencing withdrawal symptoms

Summary

u No one wants to be defined by their disease. 

u Only when we treat patient’s as individuals, can we optimize outcomes. 

u Our language reflects our underlying beliefs and opinions. 

u Stigmatizing language is sometimes used to distance us from our patients. 
Watch for this as a sign or symptom of burnout. 
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